More from the Nashville market. There'ss no way to cut this "series" short ~ t oo

many good things, and not all will fit in

today's edition either. And as you will see, many of these are also

WOW!

things as well.

From Blackbird Designs

In addition to their new Stockings of the Month chartpacks, Barb and Alma had a whole lot of great new designs, including this 32-page
book, "My Heart Is True" ($24), a collaborative effort between Barb and Alma and Nicoletta Farrauto from Baveno, Italy, a short
distance from Milan. Many of the projects in this publication ~ pincushions, pockets, and needlebooks as pictured on the cover ~ can be
stitched with scraps of fabric and linen

On the back cover, "Friends With You Project Book" ~ we have the prequilted fabric ($12) used for the finishing and are getting in the
different prints for the pocket linings and the binding. We'll tell you when it's here.

Also from Blackbird, "Wild Rose Journal Cover" ($7) and "Bluebird's Thread Keep" ($7) ~

~ and the "Small Token" pincushion ($7) that matches quite nicely the project they taught here in November. Something else we saw in
November was a fabulous pillow sham that's included in their latest quilting publication. Here is Alma holding it up for all to see. That
gives you an idea of its size.
In their Nashville booth they had it packaged with the pattern and directions for completing this sham, along with the fabric they
designed. It's called "Back to School Pillow Sham" ($44).

From Jackie du Plessis of It's Fine-ally Finished Blackbird Designs and The Thread Gatherer

~ "Percy," a special Nashville release, this proud peacock etui is an original design by Jackie to showcase fibers and ribbons from The
Thread Gatherer. The kit ($35) includes the chart, complete finishing instructions, the silk and ribbon pack, hand-dyed needle-page
wool, and the silk lining.

More From Olde Colonial . . .

... "Merry Christmas" and "Xtra Tiny Sampler 3 Spring," both $20, both complete with everything including the frame,

... and these next two that are on their way. They were sold out by the time we got to their booth ~ I'll have more information when we
get them in stock. But we did get a few of the "Halloween Boo Pin Cushion" kit ($20) that includes the linen, needle, floss, and felt,
everything you need to stitch this adorable little quickie. And the good news: It says it's #1 in a series of 12.

From Prairie Moon

No photograph or descriptive paragraph will do these justice. They must be seen to be appreciated. But I'll do my best.
First, the fabulous four fobs (I love alliteration!) Two patriotic (Star Fob and Firecracker Fob) and two Halloween (Pumpkin Fob and
Skeleton Fob). Each chartpack includes ALL of the frou-frou that make each of these a fabulous creation, i.e., all of the dangles!! $20
per chartpack.

And then their precious "Papier Mache Pin Cushion Boxes," again either patriotic or Halloween themed. The chartpack includes the
design for the inside bottom of the box (pictured in the center of the patriotic and in the upper right on the Halloween) AND one of the
boxes, your choice of 7 in each category. The sides of the boxes are trimmed in either rick rack or metallic stars. VERY adorable. $18
for chartpack with a box.

And then their Wood Boxes, either patriotic or Halloween again. The chart ($14) includes designs for five different box tops. The
boxes themselves are $14 each, either square or rectangle.

From Miss Crescent's Crowne

Oh, I wish I'd shown you these last week, before Valentine's Day ~ you have lots of time to finish these adorable "love" pieces before
next February! "All in a Heart" ($19) threadpack includes full skeins of floss and the four JABCO buttons needed to stitch this design.
And the "Love Birds" ($16) threadpack includes 5 yards of Belle Soie silk and the buttons.

From A Mon Ami Pierre

Not from the Nashville market but new in the shop last week ~ and almost gone and ready for reorder, "C'etait en Decembre" and "Le
Courrier D'Amap 2" from Jackye in France. You can see why they're almost gone. Very charming designs. Each currently is $25. Please
note that the prices for shipments from Europe vary from time to time, depending on the currency exchange rate, and we cannot
guarantee an exact price upon reorder. It will be close but may vary up or down a bit.

guarantee an exact price upon reorder. It will be close but may vary up or down a bit.

From The Stitching Parlor

This adorable teapot pincushion kit ($16) includes the teapot and the fabric. Debra added the teabag charm to our model, and it seems
most appropriate!
And another "tea" design, "Best Friends Forever Tray and Pincushion" ($12) ~ I took these photos in Clara's booth ~ I'll scan the chart
photo next time.

Beautiful Matching Accessories made from Blackbird/Moda Fabrics
This time available in two new colorways, pale green and pale blue, three accessory items:

Couch Caddy ($50) with the perfect pockets for scissors and tape measure and whatever else you need at your fingertips, as well
as a pincushion and "walled" compartment to manage your pins and needles

Handled totes ($80) with an outside pocket and zippered closure and drawstraing Project Packs with buttoned pockets on both
sides ($40)

Laguna Bags to Match Your Buddy Cases

With both exterior and interior pockets, zippered interior divider, and detachable shoulder strap, this is THE perfect bag for organizing
your needlework for travel, whether to your stitch group gathering, guild meeting, or a needlework symposium. The Laguna bag comes in
charcoal, Hollywood pink, olive peacock, saddle, and turquoise, all colors to match your Buddy case, and is made from the same faux
leather material. $71

Before I close for today, here are photos from our Nashville Market Day last Saturday. Thank you, Sheila, for being our official
photographer while we were busy. And thanks to all of you who made it a great ending to another fun Nashville trip.

Jeannine and Roz weren't really with us for our Nashville Day ~ 'cuz they were having one of their own at Acorns and Threads in
Portland. I'd snapped this photo while we all were in European Cross Stitch's sampler room in Nashville and thought it was great of both
of them! We should all have such fun going through life!
I'll be away from my e-mail (and the shop) for several days, so I appreciate your patience till I get back.
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